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Patience 

I.  Introduction 

A. You ever have one of these experiences?:  I’ve gone to a 
Restaurant→ & I had to wait to be seated / Then I had to wait to get a 
menu (Order / Food / Coke Refilled / Check / Receipt)...  & The amazing 
thing is:  The person who makes me do all this waiting is called a 
“Waitor”--  & He wants a tip→  & I’m doing all the waiting...  But that’s 
how life works: So, we all have to learn Patience...   Well, you’ve heard the 
adage:  “It pays to be patient”--  If that’s true, then perhaps that’s why there 
are so many poor people in the world...  Which (by the way) is exactly who 
James addresses in our text today 

II. So, pick up with me in James 5:7f:  As we enter what is the 
last major section of this letter 

Be patient, then, brothers, until the Lord's coming. See how the farmer 
waits for the land to yield its valuable crop and how patient he is for 
the autumn and spring rains. You too, be patient and stand firm, 
because the Lord's coming is near. Don't grumble against each other, 
brothers, or you will be judged. The Judge is standing at the door! 
Brothers, as an example of patience in the face of suffering, take the 
prophets who spoke in the name of the Lord. As you know, we consider 
blessed those who have persevered. You have heard of Job's 
perseverance and have seen what the Lord finally brought about. The 
Lord is full of compassion and mercy. Above all, my brothers, do not 
swear—not by heaven or by earth or by anything else. Let your "Yes" be 
yes, and your "No," no, or you will be condemned. 
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A.  Now don’t divorce this section from its Context:  
Remember last time (as we looked at the beginning of James 5)→  James talked 
about how the Rich of his day were Oppressing the poor--  By Depriving 
them of their just Wages / & Cheating them in Court...  & Few things put 
Faith to the test→  Like the experience of Injustice...  Now what’s the knee-
jerk reaction to something like this?--  It’s either to Retaliate / Or to Quit on 
God...  But the direction James points us is Patience:  6X’s in this section 
James uses the words “Patience” & “Perseverance”...  Now the root of  
“Patience” carries the idea of Waiting with Calm Expectancy / & 
“Perseverance” (if you will) is Patience Stretched Out--  In other words, 
Patience is more than passive resistance  (just going along for the 

ride)→  But the Courageous refusal not to quit on God 

B.  Now did you also notice that 4X’s James uses the word 
“Brothers”:  & That’s B/C the advice he’s giving→ Is uniquely for 
those who follows Jesus...  1st  B/C we’re talking here about the kind of 
Resolve→ That’s empowered by the Holy Spirit (The Fruit of the Spirit is Love / 
Joy / Peace / PATIENCE)...  Our struggle (you see) is that we often Quench the 
work of the Spirit in our hearts...  Phillips Brooks (a well-known preacher from 

New England back in the late-1800’s) was known to be a calm person...  Well, one 
day he was acting very Agitated & Frustrated...  (& someone asked him)  “What’s 
the matter?”...  (& he said)  “The problem is, I’m in a hurry, & God isn’t”...  
You Know, it’s not automatic: We have to Cooperate with the Holy Spirit 
in our lives... What it does mean is that we now have the Resource of the 
Holy Spirit to lean on...  Now let me pause here to remind us: That James 
is reflecting back→ To the ground work he’s already laid back in Chapter 1 
(Remember?):   Consider it pure joy, my brothers, whenever you face trials 
of many kinds, because you know that the testing of your faith develops 
perseverance. Perseverance must finish its work... Now, God’s Strategy 
in developing our Character may (at times) grind against us:  But we just 
can’t get on with becoming more like Jesus→  Without developing 
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Patience...  & We can’t develop Patience→  Unless we have some life-
experiences that demand it...  Beth Moore put it this way- -  "If we choose 
comfort to motivate us→ We risk our callings” 

& 2nd  This kind of Patience is uniquely Christian→  B/C it’s Fueled by a 
Radical Outlook on Life:  You’ll note that James places this call to 
Patience→   In the Setting of (what scholars call) Eschatology (Eschatology -- 

evaluating life based on End-Times)...  What James refers to as the “Parousia”--  
(i.e.) The 2nd Coming of Jesus...  Now I think for many Christians:  The 
idea that Jesus is actually coming back--  Is one of those parts of our belief 
system that has a tendency to kind of dangle out there→ Without having any 
real correlation to our everyday lives ...  But  what we need to grasp: Is that 
Eschatology arises out of the clash between faith in a Loving God→  & the 
harsh realities of a Ruthless World... In Other Words: It’s what keeps us 
oriented (bridges us to God)→  As we face the hard Questions & Inconsistencies 
of this life...  (As F.B. Meyers put it)  “Don’t judge the Lord by His unfinished 
work”...   & So, what James is asking us to do here:  Is to bring some 
spiritual realities to bear upon our circumstances -- “Jesus is coming 
back!”...  Now people in times of trouble naturally hope for release from 
this world (In the form of Christ’s Return):  & Certainly the abuses in James’ 
day had (as one scholar put it)→  “Created a burgeoning of Eschatological 
excitement in each weary breast”...  But James employs the 2nd 
Coming of Jesus not to offer us a way to Escape→  But a way 
to grow --  (i.e.)  James’ desire is to shift our attention from what is 
Happening to us now→  To what God is Forming in us...   

III.  Now, it is said that if you Squeeze a Christian→ What’s 
on the Inside will come Outside:  Well, as these Poor Christians were 
having to endure the lethal Indifference of the Rich--  What James was 
witnessing coming Out of these Christians→  Were some signs that they 
were Quenching the Holy Spirit in their lives (They were becoming spiritually 
disoriented)... & In keeping with how often James has addressed the use of the 
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Tongue already in this letter--  It shouldn’t surprise us that James here→ 
Points out two more struggles that have to do with how we use our 
Tongues...   

A.  The first of these is Grumbling:   You know what strikes me 
about this?--  That even the Justifiable feelings of anger for what the poor 
were suffering here→  Lays them open to Judgment...  Why?--  B/C The 
Judge is standing at the door (He’s a hair’s-breadth away)...  In other words, 
We either Wait upon the Lord for Justice→  Or we’ll be 
tempted to turn on each other...  I mean, haven’t you noticed how 
often Griping & Bickering accompanies Waiting?...  It’s just so easy to allow 
our Frustrations over our circumstances→ To poison our relationships with 
people...  & This is where Jesus is taking us→When he says in Matthew 7: 
Do not judge, or you too will be judged. For in the same way you judge 
others, you will be judged, and with the measure you use, it will be 
measured to you... 

 & The Dangers here point to our relationships both Inside & Outside 
the Christian Community:  Internally (you see) whenever we Christians 
are under pressure→  We need to Protect our unity--   (i.e.)  Don’t allow the 
pressures from the Outside→  To cause us to take it out on each other on the 
Inside...  Externally, don’t allow Bitterness & Resentment→ To poison 
your relationships...  There’s a Legend told about the patriarch 
Abraham: That one day Abraham saw a man coming down the road 
looking weary & tired...  & So, Abraham invited him into his tent / Washed 
his feet / & gave him something to eat...  But he noticed that the man started 
right in to the meal without saying a prayer...  (& Abraham said)  “Don’t you 
pray to God before meals?”...  (& the man said)  “The only god I revere is Fire→  
& None other”...  & At that Abraham was incensed→  & So, he Grabbed the 
man & Tossed him out of his tent...  Well, later that night:  (the Lord spoke to 
Abraham saying)  “Where’s the old man I sent your way?”...  (& Abraham said)  
“Well, I threw him out→  B/C he doesn’t worship you!”...  (at that the Lord said)  
“That’s true, but I’ve put up with him for 80 years→  & You couldn’t 
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endure him for just one night?”...  Have you ever considered how patient 
God is with each of us Every Day?...   

B.  The Second has to do with Swearing:  Now, remember that 
the Context is dealing with situations that demand patience...  & So, I think 
where James is leading us here is this: During tough times→ We’re 
tempted to Invoke the name of God Irresponsibly & Arrogantly--  (e.g.)  

“Lord, if you’ll just get me out of this, I Promise ___”...   / “I swear to God, 
if I ever find out who did that ___” / (Or just cutting to the chase) “God damn 
them!”...  Of course (on the most basic level) Swearing was an Integrity issue:  
B/C when you make Oaths--  You’re suggesting that some of your speech is 
more believable→ Than the rest of your speech...  But You should be 
Trusted b/c of your Character→  Not B/C of your Expletives...  But the 
second problem is this:  We take oaths (i.e. call upon God) thinking we 
can  Dictate to God→  The Terms of our Deliverance...  You See, 
these Oppressed Christians were in a situation of Waiting & Frustration--  & 
They thought that by calling out God’s name→  They could (in some way) 
Obligate God to fix it faster...   

IV.  Now (here), James gives us Three Illustrations of what Patience 
should look like: 

A.  #1  The Farmer has to be patient→ When the 
circumstances are Uncontrollable:  No Farmer can have the 
Harvest whenever he wants it...  The Farmer works hard to see that things 
happen--  But then he has to wait expectantly→ On events that he is 
absolutely Helpless to control...  Specifically, the farmers in the eastern 
Mediterranean relied upon two seasons of rain--  They would plant their 
seeds while waiting for the Autumn Rains...  & Then (while still having to work 

to cultivate the crops) they wait for the Spring Rains→ That come just before 
the harvest...  Now there’s more to it:  You See, those who live in arid places 
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like this→  Know the remarkable effects of a single rain--  (i.e.)  The season 
can change in a day--   As dried crops come to life→  Almost before your 
eyes...  But Between the rains (While hoping for the spring rains / When everything 
still looked dry & brittle / & They’re still having to Invest a lot of hard work)→  The 
waiting is Hard Psychologically...  &So, James telling them/us:   
I know this is hard→  B/C sometimes it doesn’t look like anything is 
happening...  Now, it’s true: There’s nothing we can do to make Jesus come 
back any sooner...  & So, “Between the rains”--  We just have to wait 
patiently→ For God to come & set things right...  You See, if we really 
believe that God is Active→  Then we’ll actively wait...   

B.  Second,  The Prophets had to be patient→  When 
people were Irredeemable:  Now, James anticipates that his 
readers know what the prophets went through...  So, in case you didn’t 
know→  All the prophets had to suffer a lot of injustice in order to represent 
God (& none of it was fair)...  In fact, 11X’s in the NT→  The suffering of the 
Prophets is mentioned (& most often by Jesus Himself)...  & So, what do the 
Prophets teach us?: Well, (first of all) they teach us that bad things will 
happen to good people...  But Not only that, it also teaches that suffering 
isn’t distributed (assigned) evenly to all people...  Now, the question is:  
Why does God allow us to suffer in this way→  As we face the Economy of 
life?...  Well, consider this for a moment: (besides the issue of Character 
development)  One Reason, is to give even more Credibility to our Message...  
In other words, our Message has staying-power→  When people see that 
our walk with God has staying-power, too...   

C.  Thirdly,  Job had to be patient→  When his 
problems were Unexplainable:  Job had no idea why his life 
cratered in the way it did...  Now (if you’re familiar with Job’s story, you’re thinking) 
“Yeah, but he sure did Complain a lot”...  But you’re also suppose to 
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realize→  That Job’s complaint were born out of Faith--  (i.e.)  Job remained 
faithful to the picture of God that he possessed (i.e.  That God is Loving & Just)...  
What he questioned (you see) was the Accuracy of the picture→ He was 
currently having to suffer through...  In Other words, how do I Harmonize 
what I know God is like→  With what I’m going through? (Do you understand 
the difference?)...  Now we all know how the story ends (don’t we?):  Job 
ended up with a great deal more than he began with...  & So, after all is said 
& done→  Job is a beautiful Foreshadowing of what God does for patient 
people--   God Rewards those who wait upon Him  / It pays to be patient 

V.  Well, before we close, let me share two things with you:  
One as we look out at each other→ The Other as we look up to God   

A.  (Looking Out)  Do I need to tell you this?:  Forgiving others is 
one of the most difficult things that God demands of us...   
Janet Peery (in her novel The River Beyond the World) touches on this theme...  
The novel is the story of Luisa→ Who lives with her mother & her Aunt 
Chavela...  & Chavela is often cruel→  Especially toward Luisa...   
Now, Listen to the exchange between Luisa & her mother:  As they talk 
about Luisa’s relationship with her aunt--  Once, when her mother was 
grinding corn, Luisa asked why Chavela was so mean.  (her mother said) 
“Hearts are made two ways--   Some are full with what they are given (no 

matter how small) / And others can’t forget what they can’t have.”  “She’s 
mean, (Luisa insisted) and that’s a sin.”  Her mother stopped to cool the 
mano / then sprinkled kernels onto the metate / and blew on them to give 
them courage.  She shook her head-- “Forgive her.”  “She never asks.”  
Her mother shook her arms and then resumed rolling--  The corn 
crunched between the stones.  “All the more reason”...  We’ve all been 
there with Luisa:  In that she is justified in her anger toward her aunt→  B/
C Chavela is cruel & undeserving...  & So, it would seem an “unnatural” 
thing→ For Luisa to forgive her...  Yet, there’s godly wisdom in her 
mother’s counsel→  That resonates with what James is saying here...   
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When  James warns the poor against taking judgment into their own 
hands:  (in essence) He’s asking them to love their “enemies” in a concrete 
way→  Not just in the abstract...   Like Eric Hoffer (The San Francisco 

Longshoreman turned Philosopher back in the 1960’) once observed--  “It is easier to 
love humanity than to love your neighbor”...  Now, one of the striking issues 
in this passage: Is that the wealthy (who have exploited the poor)→  Haven’t 
asked for Forgiveness (In fact, they probably have no notion of the people they have 

harmed)--   Yet James urges the poor to Suspend Judgment / To forgive...  But 
isn’t that one of the profound impacts that Grace is supposed to have upon 
us?--   (as William Blake puts it)  The glory of Christianity is to conquer by 
forgiveness...  I think that Lewis Smedes (in his book, Forgive & Forget: 

Healing the Hurts We Don't Deserve) helps us navigate this: (when he says)  "None 
of us wants to admit that we hate someone...When we deny our hate→ we 
detour around the crisis of forgiveness. We suppress our spite / make 
adjustments / and make believe we are too good to be hateful. But the truth 
is that we do not dare to risk admitting the hate we feel→  because we do not 
dare to risk forgiving the person we hate." ...  

B.  (Looking Up)  When James tells us that “The Lord is full of 

compassion and mercy”:  Now, James isn’t offering some misguided therapy- 
Thinking he should hoodwink people into believing→  That things were 
better than they actually were...   People were hurting→  & he knew it!...  & So, 
(with a gentle turn) what James wants us to know: Is that God’s Timing & 
Priorities are Different than ours→  & So we have to learn to trust Him...  
But underlying that is this--  God doesn’t enjoy watching His people 
suffer (God isn’t like that)...  It was 586 B.C.→  & the Babylonians had just 
invaded Palestine / & Razed Jerusalem to the ground:  & One of the 
people left behind was the Prophet Jeremiah (he’s known as the “Weeping 

Prophet”)...  Before the Babylonians showed up: He had just been cast into a 
well as punishment--  B/C the Jews didn’t want to hear what he had to say→ 
As he warned them about the coming of Babylon...  & Now, all he could see 
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were destroyed homes / Dead Bodies / & a growing list of “missing-
people” (It’s really hard to imagine)...  But (nevertheless) he chose to Cling→  To 
a picture of what he believed God to be like:  & So, rather than abandon 
that picture→  Jeremiah poured out these words from Lamentations 
3:21f   

But there's one other thing I remember, and remembering, I keep a 
grip on hope: God's loyal love couldn't have run out, his merciful love 
couldn't have dried up. They're created new every morning. How great 
your faithfulness!  I'm sticking with God (I say it over and over). He's 
all I've got left. God proves to be good to the man who passionately 
waits, to the woman who diligently seeks.  It's a good thing to quietly 
hope, quietly hope for help from God. 

These words aren’t born out of Tranquility or Naïveté:  & That’s why we 
can cling to them!


